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Abstract: Cloud Computing is one of the important domain and tool for healthy virtualization. Basically the increasing 

availability of high speed internet and corporate IP connections is enabling the delivery of new network based services. 

Cloud Computing allows much more efficient computing by centralizing storage, memory, processing and bandwidth. 

The Cloud Computing service providers are treated as centralized technology service provider. Green Computing is 

another important technology which is actually practice of using computing resources efficiently and with power 

management. Green Computing represents environmentally responsible way to reduce power and environmental e-waste. 

Hence Cloud Computing is an important name which supports Green Computing principles. This paper is talks about 

Cloud Computing and its role for building healthy Green Computing practice. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing is important Information 

Science and Technology field responsible for design 

and development of information infrastructure which is 

provide by the remote place and comes with so many 

hardware, software, middleware, application, utilities 

packages and so on. Virtually Cloud Computing allows 

much more efficient computing by centralizing storage, 

money, processing and bandwidth. Cloud Computing 

service providers are also known as Cloud Data Service 

provider [1-2]. As Cloud Computing helps in resource 

sharing through the centralize service type and hence it 

saves money shaving and less devices utilization.  

 

 
Fig: 1- Showing very basic about Cloud Computing 

 

This way Cloud Computing promotes Green 

Computing and Green Technology practice. 

Fundamentally Cloud Computing is not fully new; the 

concept is old but it comes with new supplement, 

delivery mechanism and model for computing. It is one 

of the important domain for low cost infrastructure 

implementation. The Cloud Computing may be public 

or private or it may be hybrid in nature. Cloud 

Computing also depends on infrastructure so that it is 

also treated as Infrastructure-as-Service [IaaS]. Cloud 

Computing is actually allows easily add up required 

bandwidth, processing, speed and data storage [1,3]. 

  

Objective 

The main aim and objective of this research is 

includes but not limited to as follows- 

1. To know basic about Cloud Computing and 

virtualization and its basic feature and 

characteristics; 

2. To learn about important benefit and 

advantage of Cloud Computing; 
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3. To know about the Green Computing and 

Green Technology for building advance 

information infrastructure; 

4. To learn about the strategies and way of Cloud 

Computing and Green Computing; 

5. To know about the way and procedure to 

introduce Green and sustainable information 

system and infrastructure; 

6. To learn about the possible approach to bring 

Eco friendly information and IT Systems. 

 

 

CLOUD COMPUTING: BASIC 

Cloud Computing is a kind of approach and 

model in which virtualization is possible with so many 

tools such as hardware, software, application, and 

utilization. Cloud Computing is a centralize Information 

Technology service powered by internet technology [3, 

4]. The Cloud Computing creates the environment of 

the Grid Computing through its service, structure and 

nature. Cloud Computing is utilizable in top spread a 

workload over many servers than one would be able to 

access in some one own data centre [5]. 

 

 
Fig: 2-Showing Main features of Cloud Based IT Systems 

 

Virtually, Cloud Computing is a kind of utility 

computing which can scale out and mater the workload 

demand. This is actually broken down three segments 

application, storage and connection. Actually for 

designing as well as development of the scalable 

website, the Cloud Computing through its benefits 

provides right scale auto scaling make a perfect 

solution. Practically virtualization is responsible for the 

consumption in time, money, technology, hardware and 

so on. Hence resource pooling is another feature of 

Cloud Computing where user can avail the hardware 

and software benefit depending upon need[6-7]. 

 

Cloud Computing is allow in so many network 

based services and monitoring. Ultimately it gives 

flexibility as well as efficiency in to an information 

technology infrastructure. It is also provide cost 

effective benefit of the users. 

 

Cloud Computing in Favor of Eco Friendliness 

Green Computing is actually a Computing 

practice which allows design and development of Eco-

Friendly Information Technology Information 

Infrastructure building. This is the procedure and 

principle which allow designing and development of IT 

products which are less power consumed and hence less 

carbon emission based. Development of information 

systems in an organization with possibilities of 

minimum hardware and technology support is also a 

part of Green Computing [8, 3]. 

 

More clearly, Green Computing is comes with 

so many devices t a time with a service provider and 

hence it does not support many equipments and 

machine and hence Cloud Computing supports Green 

Computing principles as it uses centralized very 

minimum machine, with very less carbon emission. 

 

Thus in today’s age Cloud Computing is also a 

strategy for Green Computing and Technology practice. 

In many countries, Government and Ministries put 

agenda to introduce Green Computing and Eco 

Friendliness in computing system building [6, 9].  

 

Cloud Computing and Advantages 

Cloud Computing and Virtualization promotes 

so many advantage and benefits over the conventional 

computing and networking services. Some of these are 

as follows- 

1. Cloud Computing provides very quick and 

advance technological services which includes 

hardware, software, application and utilization 

of utilities; 

2. Cloud Computing allow easy modification of 

existing services and bandwidth, processing, 

speed and data storage; 

3. Cloud Computing provides a smart and 

standardize scalable and secure physical 

infrastructure[10]; 

4. Cloud Computing allow wider database, 

multiple value added services and so on; 
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5. It provides remote based services and hence 

promote online and virtualized information 

infrastructure; 

6. Cloud Computing allow centralize service and 

thus minimizes techniques and tools uses and 

so help in power management and thus 

indirectly helps in Green Computing practices; 

7. In Cloud Computing, based on user need one 

can get services. thus one customization may 

get only public cloud or private cloud or 

mixing of both the services i.e. Hybrid Cloud 

Computing; 

8. It allows E-Commerce and E-Business service 

with very minimum time [4]. 

 

 
Fig: 3-Showing aspects of Green IT and vice versa promoting cloud computing 

 

Essential Steps 

Cloud Computing is today one of the important and 

valuable cost effective and the reliable way to get 

resource with the help of so many emerging tools, 

techniques and technologies and for healthy Cloud 

Computing practices, following things are very much 

important- 

1. Wider and Broadband Connectivity- Building 

Cloud Computing needs sophisticated and 

speedy interrupted broadband services; 

2. Government Step- Government initiative for 

the establishment of Cloud Computing policy 

and essential supporting service are also 

important[4]; 

3. Government Fund-  Proper and healthy 

Government financial support is very much 

essential for installation of Cloud Computing 

service; 

4. Energy consumed systems are also very much 

important for better and sophisticated Cloud 

Computing practice; 

5. Choosing ‘Energy Star’ enable IT product[4]; 

6. Building healthy Information Infrastructure 

policy is also important; 

7. Cooperation among service providers, 

Government, User are very much essential; 

8. Unwillingness to introduce Cloud Computing 

is also a very much important matter to take 

care for proper Virtualization. 

 
Fig: 4 Showing Advantages of Cloud Computing 

 

CONCLUSION 

Virtually Cloud Computing is helpful in so 

many organization and sector such as Tele-Medicine, 

Agriculture, E Governance, and Information Networks 

and so on. Education and particularly higher education 

sector is also very much close with Cloud Computing. 

As Cloud Computing is allow consumer and business to 

use application with out installation and access their 

personal files at any computer with internet access [9, 

11]. Cloud Computing and Green IT practice are as 

promote virtualization and eco friendly computing and 

IT practice. Sustainable development many ways 

possible with Cloud Computing practice. Government 

and IT companies need to interact each other for better 
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Cloud Computing utilization and building healthy cloud 

based Information Infrastructure development [6]. 
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